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Mississippi
l;>v

Gays Denied Charter

John Stilwell

The Mississippi Gay Alliance and
the Mississippi chapter of Parents
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
have both been denied nqn-profit
charters by the attorney generals
office. The procedure for applying
for Corporate status according to
Mississippi law requires a group to
the secretary of
apply through
state's office which passes the application on to the attorney general's
office.
The denial from special Assistant
Attorney General Richard M. Allen
citedMississippi Code of '72 Section
97-29-59 which states: "Every person who shall be convicted of the
detestable and abominable cri me
against nature committed with man-

·

January, 1984

kind or with a beast, shall be pun
ished by imprisonment in the peni
tentiary for a. term of not more
than ten years." The letter goes on
to say, "For the State of Mississippi
to approve a non-profit corporate
charter of the type -you subniit
would ostensibly give official legal
st:atus to an organization dedicated
on its face to subverting this criminal·statute."
"(They) evidently have a misconception," according to executive
director of the MGA, Eddie Sandi
fer. "There's no way to find we're
doing anything illegal. There's abso
lutely no reason to deny it (a
corporate charter)." According to

cation, civil rights, information and
referral and counseling and guidance. T_!l_ere's n�thing illegal (and
these types of organizations -are)·
chartered in other states."
The Mississippi-Gay Alliance has
been active for 10 years and an
application for a charter was denied
seven years ago. Both MGA and
PFLG applied for charters earlier in
'83 but the allegations of Bill Allain's ho:mosexual activities leveleq
by supporters of the Bramlett campai� resulted in �oth groups . ref!rumng �om pursumg the apphca.
tlons. until after
the gubernatorial
electi9n.
·

said "the-letter says everything" and
declined further comment.
Mississippi Gays have had an up
hill climb for all their achievements.
chapter of the
The Mississippi
Metropolitan Community Church
applied for a charter in the mid
70's and wa8 denied but the church
is now chartered despite controversv
and many groups
opposing th�
·
church.

Sandifer has contacted the ACLU
but he does not wish to file a la�
suit and l!t this point, the next
step is tincleat.
Achieving a non-profit charter is
the first step in applying .for a tax
Gay activists feared that "Allain's exempt status which encourages
Sandifer the charters mention ''edu- reaction to the char�es of homosex- contributors. According to Sandifer,
ual activities would result in a strict- "We don't have a dating service or
anything like that. With or without
er attitUde towardMississippi Gays."
the charter, it's not going to change
Contacted
for comment, special
vate sessions with individuals as well ASsistant Attorney General Allen our work."
by Allen Cook
as in two local Gay bars.
Among the health care problems
According to a recent health sur
of the Gay community, one which
vey of the Memphis Gay community
was mentioned was the hospitals'
many Gay men and Lesbians would
policy regarding intensive care unit
prefer tq use the service of Gay
(ICU) patients. Most hospitals per
health professionals, if those people
· mit blood relative visits· only. The_
·
could be identified.
report said, "There is a lack of
The survey, which was part of a
recognition of significant perso_ns
John Glenn's presidential cam
Comm\lnity Health nursing course
other than family ...The partner, or paign chairperson for New · York
through the University of Tennessee
lover, is the closest person to them has resigned after Glenn's refusal
School of Nursing, was conducted by
and during an illness or crisis, can be to support Gay rights legislation.
Andy Cox, Bob Griggs, and Dynelle
a very significant source of support Glenn began making statements No
Johnson. A total of 64 people (34
to the Gay patient."
vember 3, saying that while he sup
male, ·so female) responded to a
Another prominent problem is
civil rights ·legislation gener
ported
questionaire requesting information
found in the gynocologist's office... ally and had a good record in the
about their utilization of health care
most Lesbians are offended by ques Senate on such matters, he would ·
facilities. ·
birth - "not advocate or promote homo
tions such as ''Do you· use
The report indicated that the vast
inter sexuality." His statements were met
have
you
"Do
or
control"
�ajority of Lesbians (87%) and Gay
·course (meaning with males), with-· with shock and dismay in Gay com
men (94%) most often seek medical
out asking if the sexual partner is of munities nationwide.
help from private physicians. The
the same sex:" ··
New York State Minority Leader
survey noted that rarely, if ever,
Orenstein, one of the few
anfred
M
.
The
survey
also
included
inciden
does the Gay persori reveal his or her
tal information about the Gay com New York Democrats to endorse the
sexual preference to the physician,
Sen. John Glenn (D-Ohio} · munity. Among the findings in the senator from Oltio, said Glenn's
however.
report (which cannot-be classed as a position had endangered his ability
In answer to the question: "How
"scientific sampling" because of the to garner the---- number of votes ceptibility of sexual preference or
do you rate health care delivery in
reticence
of a lot of Gay pe ople to needed to defeat President Reagan lifestyle reflect their personal values
Memphis_ to the Gay community as
reveal their sexual preference) were:
in 1984. According to Orenstein, and convictions. I do not feel that it
a whole?', 51% of the males and
The majorit-y of Gays surveyed do Richard Brevott, Orenstein's senior is appropriate for the federal govern
70% o� the females responded either
their shopping in the Midtown or aide, would remain with the Glenn ment to extend the reach of Title 7
lacking" or "inade
"somewhat
Memphis area.
East
organization to take care of the of the Civil Rights Act to govern
quate."
Most Gays attempt -to shop in daily operations in New York.
those questions of personal convic
According to the report, "It was
Gay-owned businesses.
·
In his November 3 speech to the tion. Title 7 now covers matters of
of interest to ·note that virtually all
Gaze and word-of-mouth are the New Democratic Coalition
and religious and genetic attributes. I do
of those with sexually transmitted
primary sources of information a
Action
Democratic
for
Americans
not believe it is advisable to broaden
diseases in this sample were male.·
Memin
commlinity
Gay
the
bout
said,
Glenn
Project,
Democracy
and
extend Title 7 into a reas of
·
· The questionaires were completed
phis.
persona
acthe
t
ab0u
beliefs
"Americans'
l behavior."
during early November both in pri_

Gay Health Survey Results
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Quits Over Gay Rights-
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by Allen Cook
The recent disclosure that the
State of Mississippi has refused to
allow the Mississippi Gay Alliance
and a chapter of Parents and Friends
of Lesbians and Gays tO incorpor
ate points up an urgent need for
legislators to get rid of some archaic
and rarely enforced laws on the
books.
One of the criticisms of Gay
activists is that they make a lot of
fuss over what may seem to some
nothing. For example, we often hear
things like "Why should we bother
t{) change the sodomy .laws? They
never enforce it. You've got to be
doing it in the parks or in the streets
before they will arrest you."
While it's true that the sodomy
laws are rarely enforced in con
sensual private relationships, the
reality of the situation is that vir
tUally all of us are breaking the
law in the states of Tennessee, Ar
kansas, and Mississippi. And even
laws which are rarely enforced (and
often unenforceable) can be used in
a number of not-so-subtle ways.
The Mississippi situation is a case in
point. Two Gay organizations there
will not be granted· not-for-profit
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corporate status because, according State of Tennessee. Arkansas Gay
to the attorney-general's office, their Rights, Inc. has incorporated in
organization "on the face of it" ad- · Arkansas. In all of these cases,
vocates "crimes against nature." charters were granted not on the
And so, these organizations will not assumption that these groups ad
receive official recognition as a vocate people breaking the law, but
"legitimate" entity.
that homosexuals do, in fact, exist
We are fortunate in Tennessee. and deserve the right to orga.p.ize
The Tennessee Coalition for Human groups for educational, social, and
Rights, the Memphis Gay Coalition, political purposes.
.
GAZE and Black and White Men ToIt seems archaic that these laws
gether of Memphis have .all' been
are still on· the books. It is repre
granted "corporate" status by the
hensible that they would be used in
·

a manner designed to trample indi
vidual rights.
The caoriciousness of individual
states in their application of the .
laws against Gays is reason enough
to work for the establishment of a
national policy regarding the rights
of homosexuals. Gay ri�t;s are civil
rights and until we reach a point
where our rights are no longer
abridged, we all stand as unconvicted
felons.

Commentary

Coming of Age
nationally- distributed

by Ric Sullivan
Everytime I look at the most re
cent (December, 1983) issue of
Gqze, . I am struck by how it has

consistently improved during its first
four full years.
Most striking, . of cou,rse, is_ the
color - festive and �asonal red and
green- which is yet anoth�r first for
the rapidly maturing paper.
Of equal impact are the ads-both
in terms of quality and quantity.
For years, most of our Gay busL.;,ess
people apparently felt they didn't
need to advertise their businesses,
at least not in Gaze, for presumably
various reasons.
Ever since the firs.t fledglmg issue
appeared in December, 1979, the
staff of Gaze has tried to make the
Gay business community realize that
advertising in a Gay-oriented paper
has two purposes. First� of course,
is enabling the business to sell itself;
to ·inform the Gay public of what it
offers, and, hopefully attraCt new
'
business. This increased business is
the return for the money invested
in the purchase of ads.
.
On a totally different level,
placing an ad in a Gay paper is an
act of faith that the targeted com- .
·

munity is and can remain a viable
economic and political force. And. especially important ill a Gay com
munity the size of ours-it is a
show of support for those . who
struggle to keep the paper-our
primary communication and edu
cational tool and, indeed, our ulti
mate political weapon-not only
alive but thriving and growing.
Gaze, has grown in four years
from th·e orginal concept of a mim
eographed, in-house organizational
news letter, to a nationally-recog
nized news voice, representing not
only Memphis but an urban-rural
Gay popuiace from Littie Rock to
. --Fme Bluff to·,Nash:vi.Ile to Oxford.
It's national reputation is attested
to not only by contracts for ads for

products

(such as the Hepatitis-B vaccine),
republication of stories from Gaze
of Gay papers from around the
country, have regularly reprinted .
news stories and commentaries se
'lected from Gaze. Imitation is said
to be the highest form of flattery.
Despite its growing virtues, Gaze
does have. its problems. The paper,
since Day One, has continued to
need writers, ad salespeople, proof
ill other Gay newspapers, but also

by the continuing subscriptions from
Gay men and women in all regions
of the .country. Several smaller Gay
publications, which receive dozens
resders, typests, layouts artists, dis
tributors, photographers and sup
porters.
A lot has happened in the past
four years, both locally and na_tion
ally. It may not always be on time,
but Gaze has always been there.
And, for most of us, at an un
·
beatable pric�free. ·

Views From Ten Percen
Cable Channel 7

In!
4:00 p.m.
January 4
4:30 p.m.
January 9
7:30 p.m.
January 27
This month's program features a discussion
of the legal a!pec!s C?.! �a�!�����!o���ips.

Taking Aim at ERA, Schlafly Hits Gays
(Washington Blade)----Equal Rights
Amendment opponen:tPhyllis Schlafly suggested to a House sub committee last week that passage of the
ERA might prevent local communities from taking steps to prevent
the spread of the AIDS epidemic.
Schlafly, an Illinois attorney and
president of the anti-ERA group,
Eagle Forum, said if the ERA became a part of the U.S. Constitution
it is currently unclear whether blood
banks could be prevented from refusing blood donated by homosexuals, whether cities could be prohibited from dosing down homosexual bath h,auses, or whether restaurants could be prohibited from bar- .
ring· homosexuals from food-handling jobs.
ERA prohibit police,
"Would
paramedics, dentists, health personnel, and morticians from taking
what they believe are adequate precautions to defend themselves against AIDS and other homosexual
diseases?" Schlafly asked.
The well known ERA opponent
called on Congress to prevent such
possibilities, as well as what she

a

claimed was the likelihood that the
ERA would sanction homosexual
marriage, by attaching a restricting
amendment stating that ERA "shall
not be construed to grant or secure
any rights to homosexuals or Les,.
bians."
Jeff Levi, director of the National
Gay Task Force's Washington office,
calledSchlafly's suggestion that ERA
could have an effect on the AIDS
problem "another attempt by the
far right to play on public · fears a
bout AIDS to bolster their lagging
campa�gns."
"ERA has nothing to do with the
.concerns she raise;:;
_ ," Levi said.
Schlafly made tier comments be..
fore the House Judiciary Subcom
mittee on Civil and Constitutional
Rights at an October 20 hearing
called to consider the recent reintro
duction of the ERA.
In addition to the Gay rights
restrictions, Schlafly proposed eight
other restricting amendments that,
among other· things, declare that
ERA shall not be "construed" to
approve or auth9rize abortions, the
drafting of women or the assignment

of women to military combat, and
the "sex integration" of private
schools· or public_ accommodations
where differences tend to accommo
date personal modesty."_
A spokesperson for the National
Organization for Women, the chief
lobbying group for the ERA, said
NOW opposes any amendments to
the ERA and has expressed this view
to key members of Congress.
An official with the House Judi-·
ciary Committee said Schlafly's pro
posals are not expected
to be
approved by the committee but
such amendments could receive sup

·

·

port if they were ·introduce-d onto
the House floor later this year;·
ERA supporters say they are
more concerned about the Republi
can controlled Senate and the con
servative oriented Sen11te Judiciary
Committee, which began h earings
on ERA on November l.
Gay rights leaders have said. Schla
fly and other ERA opponents have
long used the "Gay rights connec
tion" as a means of drumming up
opposition to E"RA. NOW officials
in the past hav� denied ERA would

sanction additional rights· for Les
bians or Gays and many ERA sup
porters have insisted their intent
has not been to use ERA as a
stalking horse for Gay rights legis
lation.
Such positions have prompted.
Schlafly and other conservatives to
insist upon an explanation as to why
ERA supporters should then oppose
the concept of restricting amend
ments.
Gay Activists Alliance Vice Pres
ident Craig Howell suggested at an
October 25 GAA meetings that G4y
rights leaders should develop a stra
tegy on how the Gay movement
should address proposals to restrict
the ERA similar to those put for
ward by Schlafly.
The ERA was first approved by
Congress in 1972 but died last year
when only 35 states ratified the
proposed constitutional amendment
three states short of the required
number of 38. ERA bills have been
introduced . again in the House and
Senate and women's rights groups
have vowed to continue efforts to
secure the amendments passage.

Bar

& Restaurant
at
1812 Hayes Str�t

·- -

.

.

'

.

HOURS
. Monday-Saturday
· • Bar opens from 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
• Dinner served from 5 p.m.-midnight
• ·Late night menu-midnight to 2 a.m.
• Saturday late night menu to 6 a.m.
• Closed Sunday
.
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Newa,

the ingenuity-of Rod Crow and'Jean
Hearsh of All Points Travel Service,
Inc.Arkansas has a new service for
the Gay community.
Gay tours to cities like New Or
leans, New York, San Diego and
others are now available, with each
;trip package featuring a variety of
�·'hot" entertainment and accommo
dations.
For example, if Rod can get eight
people to book a Colorado ski trip,
-there will be one condo reserved for
Gay people.
In June, a bus trip to the World's
Fair in New Orleans promises lodg
ing, dinners, cooking classes and
passes to the fair.
There's no charge for the services
and the advantages of traveling in
-the tour groups. The agency will
find some of the best buys in town
and will direct the tour group to the
hottest spots in the cities.
. All Points is not a strictly Gay
agency, and all tours are not Gay
oriented . Some tours are just for
men, while others
include men
and women.
Rod is in the office Monday-and
Thursday. He can be reached at
1501-562-6481 in Arkansas or at
1-800-643-6233 outside of Arkan·

will

sas.

Gay Health_ Clubs ·Form
Association
Indianapolis, Ind. - A group called

Independent Gay Health

Clubs,

( IGHC) has recently organized, pres
ently claiming 30 clubs and bath
houses that cross-honor each other's
membership.
·

NO W co-n f e r e n c e
Lesbian Rights

films, The deadline for entries is
May 1, 1984. Formats accepted are

The benefit to the consumer iS
that a membership purchased at one
IGHC club can be used at ·an IGHC

Box

14792, San Francisco.
94114, (415) 861-5245.

The Ballet Trocadero de Monte
Carlo, an all male Gay ballet troupe,
will dance one performance only
Tuesday, January 24 at the newly
renovated Orpheum Theatre in Mem
phis.
Based in New York, the company
is highly respected as legitimate
dance artists. Although details of
their performance ·were not avail
able at presstime, the troup ·prom
iSes both serious and "campy" numbers during the evening.

·

on

Rights: Po wer and Politics in '84

Ca,

and-- will incl�de workshops and
speakers· on this topic. Among the
already scheduled �·'orkshops are

Ballet Trocadero to Perform

by clubs because of AIDS' Conrad
Morgan of ¥organ's Sauna in Buf
falo, N.Y. said,"We have to act
responsibiy, We need to talk about
educating our patrons about the
facts of AIDS, not the myths. To
ienore the problem would be ir
responsible. And if we don't make
it an issue, perhaps some state
health departments will."
An international convention for
the IGHC is planned for the Ramada
Hotel Jan. 15-19 in New Orleans. ·

·

On the weekend of January 20 to
22, 1984, the national organization
for Women will sponsor a confer
ence, to be held in Milwaukee, Wis
consin, has as its theme Lesbian

35nim, 16mm, super-8 and %"video
cassette. For more information. and
entry forms contact: Frameline,

with few exceptions, said Stan Berg,
owner of The Body Works.
Berg said the group formed for
. cooperative national advertising ven
tures and the exchange of informa
tion. Reacting to the problems faced

p

·

Awards
be presented to out
standings films in categories of
Feature, documentary and short

•• ,

(Arkansas Gay Writes)--D ue to

�

will

lnto�tlon, Coming Ev�nta

Gay Tours Offered

�d �;

critics
th
day - eople �oUld
"join the crowd." He added, "I'm
Iriunity.
not
condemning them or their life- ·
Presented at the Castro and Roxie
style. I'm not condoning it. It's just
Theatres· in San Francisco and at
not my cup of tea.:' He then char
.
. Berke. . Film
.
the l PacifiC
Archtve
m
actertzed Gays as "sexual dev1a tes."
.
1ey,
.
e 1983 F stlval
mcluded over
Cunningham repeated ·his belief
�
60 fil
and VIdeo works screened that Gay bars are "an insult to Buf
�
to audiences numbering more then falo-not only on Main Street; but
7000.
anywhere!'
:
otitsid'e -the Les'bi� and Gay com-

Lesbian and Gay Campaigns and
Candidates, Lo bbying on Lesbian
and Gay Rights LegiSlation and Do-·
mestic Partner Legislation.

This conference is a unique op
portunity for those active on Les
bian rights to discuss strategy and
programs with one another. It is
particulary important in the face
of the increase in anti-Lesbian and
Gay activities by the right wing. As
one example, NOW has recently
. received a mailing from the Eagle
Forum describing the supposed con
nection between ERA, Gay rights
and AIDS. This kind of featmonger
.
ing makes it ever more important
. ru1·t·"
s S our on Mayor
"F
that the conference be a forum for
political planning and program deve
S.F.. Gay Film Fest Entries
(Washington Blade) ,Buffalo-Gay lopment on Lesbian and Gay rig}lts.
For- more information, contact
San Francisco- Entries are now pe.ople"·in this' city aren't particular
NOW; Box 40982, Memphis, TN,
Griffen
James
with
Mayor
happy
ly
being accepted for the 8th San
they're all 381.04 or call 452-6983.
Francisco International Lesbian and lately, being as he thinks
"fruits!'
Gay Film Festival, June 18-24,
Griffen made it known: lie's less .
1984. Held .each year dtiring San
tl
f
Gays Boycotting Frontier
Francisco's Lesbian/Gay Freedom .
p
i
a
Airlines
Celebration, the Festival brings toto expand the bar by moving it to a
gether the best in feature, docum n- roomy building in Buffalo's theater
tary and short films by and about districts.
Sacramento (The Cascade Voice)-"I'm against it and you can put A group called the Campaign for
Lesbian and Gay men. The :Festival
has been established by Frameline, a
that in the � - - - headlines," the
Equal Benefits urged all Lesbians
mayor is quoted as saying . "I don't and Gay men to boycott '"Frontier
non-profit media organization, to
use the term 'Gay bars.' To me,
Airlines. The boycott is in support
develop an audience for Lesbian and
fruits.
not
Gays,
Gay
they're
they're
of
Allen Chamberlain, a Gay man
Gay cinema and to promote a
people
happiness.
means
are
These
who
alleges that the airline refused
demand for quality productions and
homosexuals.
to grant him equal benefits -for his
wider exhibition both within arid
Police commissioner James Cunlover of ten years, because theirs
ningham added his two cents worth
is not a heterosexual marriage. He
by labeling Gay bars an "embara&salso accuses Frontier of harassing
ment" to the city.
him because he "agitated" for equal
benefits for Lesbians and Gay men.
The Gav community was quick to
Frontier Airlines has since!rewritten
respon« Dr. James Haynes, a spokesman for the Niagara. Frontier Matta- their policies to specifically exclude
chine Society, said , "The comments Gay men and Lesbians from receiv
were.so inflammatory,, so stupid, I
ing travel benefits. The Campaign
feel sorry for them. They're ignoencourages people to write letters
.
rant men."
to Front'1er outl'mmg
reasons for the
Haynes is pushing for a public aboycott. Letters should be addressed
pology from Griffin and Cunningto Charles L. Demony, Sr. Vice
ham, but both men have said
President in Marketing at Frontier
they're not about to offer one.
Airlines, 8250 Smith Road, Denve:;:
i' Griffin said he's had a lot of
Colorado 80207.
·
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The Employees amJ Staff of George's, The French Connection,. Rumors, and The:
.
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Georgetown -Inn wish all of you a Happy Holiday Season. We thank you for your

loyal patronage· and promise you more in '84.

-

·

Trend Toward· Monogamy
Seen in Gay Relationships
Bay Area Reporter- "A wind of

1975.

New Yor� Times staffers recently
conservatism is sweeping the coun
try," a Kinsey Institute researcher surveyed psychiatrists, public health
explained recently in relating why workers, and law enforcement offi
there is more couplirig and fewer Cials on the frequency of sex con
multiple sex contacts. Dr. June tacts for both Gay and straight
couples. They concluded that the
Reinisch said," Hard times tend t.o
bring people back to their puritanic trend toward one-partner relations
began before the herpes/AIDS scare
roots.,
and was evidently based on a gen
The decline in the number of sex
eral conservatism that followed the
partners is currently explained as
"sexual revolution" . period of the
related to the fear over AIDS and
l96Q-70s. There are now fewer
herpes. The trend toward forming
sex shows, sex clubs, sex movies,
one-partner relations, however, be
gan before these medical factors
and topless bars in major cities,
gained wide publicity. A survey in
leading the Times to
conclude
Madison, Wisconsin revealed that the "there is more privatization of sex
number of sex partners within a 30as the demand for the sex continues
day period among male homosexuals
but it has redirected itself."
had dropped from 6.8 to 3.2 in the
Dr. Nancy Clatworthy, Ohio State
1975-1980 time span. In 1980 over
University researcher, said that 80%
7% said they were abstaining from
of the women she surveyed in 1975
sex, compared to almost none !n
said they had premartial sex but the

GRNL Lobbys Against
·Air Force Investigation
Washington, D.C. - Gay Rights
National Lobby has learned that the
Air Force has launched a major in
vestigation of enlisted men in the
Washington, D.C. area. At least 45
men who work at the Pentagon,
Andrews Air Force Base, Bolling
AFB and other bases were ques
tioned about homosexuality in early
November.
The Lobby has received reports
that some of the men have been
encouraged to identify Gay men and
women in the Air Force to receive
better treatment. At least one man
said that the Air Force agents
entered and searched his room with
out a search warrant and confiscated
many personal gems.
"The investigation and the appa
rent violations · of constitutional
rights is an outrage," said GRNL
Lesgislative Assistant Mike Walsh.
"The ·investigation is based on ar
chaic stereotypes of Gay and Les
bian Americans- stereotypes which

figure is at 50% today. An explanation offered by Dr. Shirley Zussman, a New York City therapist,
is that "Many of those in their
30's who were in the forefront of the
earlier . sexual revolution are beginning to question whether casual
sex and the lifestyle that goes with
it is really as exciting as it has been
made out to be."
We got a strong sense of how
much people want to- make relationships work," Dr.
Pepper
the recent
Schwartz said upon
publication of his co-authored
American Couples. The new study
is of 12,000 people ( Gay
and
straight) in New York, Seattle and
San Francisco. The book casts some
light on how people who live together· in couple relationships are
functioning. Schwartz, et al, make
these conclusions."
Relationships are less likely to be
successful if they are based on goodlooks. Men in these situations are
especially prone to "look elsewhere
because the grass is always greener."

f

Male same-sex couples overwhelm
ingly (90%) accept and allow for
outside "recreational" sex partners
wh,ile straight and Lesbian couples
generally believe infidelity is in
tolerable.
Gay male couples are more likely
to break up if their educational
levels are poorly matched
or if
there is an imbalance in economic
levels.
While mostl women believe it is
necessary to sustain a relationship
in order to be financially secure,
this is less true for Lesbians.
There is agreement that there are
fewer divorces and more marriages
among heterosexuals. There is also
a noticeable trend- toward single
people who are not married to
form one-partner relations rather
than live alone.
Dr. Schwartz said his survey of
12,000 urban people clearly in
dicates that "even people in lousy
relationships are working hard at
them because they want to have a
partner."

ignore those women and men who
are Gay and who have served and 52
are serving in the armed forces with
distinction."
Walsh and other GRNL staff
A Canadian woman who had been and the physicians said the woman's
members are in contact with-some
of the Airmen being investigated a Roman Catholic nun in Haiti for health indicated that AIDS was pre
and with Senators and Representa. 20 years has died of acquired im sent in Haiti before the first cases
members of the mune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), were described in 1981 among male
tives who are
Armed Services Committees. The according to a report in Lancet, a homosexuals in North America.
The deceased woman had lived in
Lobby is encouraging members of British medical journal. '
Physicians at Toronto General Haiti for 20 years as a Catholic nun
Congress to question Air Force
officials about the nature of the Hospital said the 52-year-old woman before leaving her order in 1972 to
and to determine died of pneumonitis, an acute in rehabilitate prostitutes in Port-au
investigation
whether the rights of the enlisted flammation of the lung, and other Prince. During her stay in Haiti she
men have been violated.
infections. In the report, they also ·had no history of intravenous drug
use, blood transfusions, or promis
"Again we see a clear demonstra said,"The Canadian case described
ted need for Congress to remove the here strengthens the link of North cuous sexual behavior, the physi
regulation that homosexuality is in American cases to Haiti, since no cians reported in a letter to Lancet.
compatible with military service. other risk factor except residence in The woman did have one male sex
GRNL staff members and Field Haiti was present.
ual contact� the physicians said.
Associates are continuing their ef
AIDS most often, affects male
The woman left Haiti in Novem
forts with the Armed Services Com homosexuals, intravenous drug ab-. ber, 1979, and was admitted to the
mittees and other members of Con busers, hemophiliacs, and Haitians. hospital suffering from acute AIDS
gress, according to Jerry Weller, AIDS has a long incubation period, symptoms in March, 1981.
GRN�, Deputy Director.

year old Haitian Nun
Dies of AIDS

·
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HEALTH CLUB FOR MEN ONLY

BUDDY NIGHT EVERY TUESDAY
Your Buddy gets a free locker �hen you buy a roam .or a locker

628 MADISON AVE.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

(901) 525-2582

The Duchess is on Holiday. Look for her
-"' column in the February issue of Gaze! -

·- · - · -
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-· ·

Ask. The. Ducbes·s

·.

J-WA'G'S·

·

Address you.. r questions to GAZE, Ask the Duchess, Ho:r .1038,
Memphis, 1'N. 38173-0038.

IZ68 Madison
.

726-9011
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Open

No�m

until 7am ·

Free Hats, Horns and Noisemakers
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DISCO OPEN!

When you've read Gaze, pass it on
to a friend. Then send us your com�
ments and letters: Gaze, Box 3038,
Memphis, TN 38173-0038

OPEN ALL NIGHT!
(No Increase in Prices�)

WATCH FOR
THe CHUTe
TO OPeKr

NO COVER!
Security Patrolled for your protection�

THE_CHUTE

2535 FRANKLIN ROAD
NASHVILLE

HOLIDAYS - OPEN EVERY DAY!

Gaze Would Like to Thank the Following
for Distributing gaze in the Past Year:
Aaron's

Free Wheelin Franks

ACLU

French Connection

Airport Adult Theatre

George's

*Barracks

Georgetown Inn

Book Cpttage

Getwell Adult Theatre

BWMT

*Greensong

Cabaret

Jackie's (formerly Sharon's)

Chaps

J-Wags

Cinema X

Lorretta & Juicie's

Club South

*Magnum Bookstore

Crazy Cowboy

Memphis Center for

Discovery II
DR's

Reproductive. Health
Memphis Public Library

Encore

Metropolitan Community

Family Affair
Fantasia
•

Cards, Books and Gifts
7:!:!-8963
1:!66 Madison
- - .
GET YOUR COPY OF 1HE ADVOG41E HERE!

The Paper Back Shacks:
Downtown
Madison
MSU
Paris Adult Theatre
#Pendulum
Psych Out II
. ,PW Bumps

Church
Midtown Adult Theatre
Mother's Construction Co.

·

EtiCORE

The Other Side

·

# Raleigh Springs Bath
Silver Dollar
Slippo's
Variations
Warehouse 28
Whatever
*Whirley Birds

·Thanks for your support during our
first year ·open. Look for SPECIAL
bargains starting January 3rd.

World's End

Indicates No Longer in Busine:;s

# Indicate:; In BIL�ine:;s, No Longer Distributing

Special Thank.� to Jeff Thompson for Ad Sales. Contributions and Dl�tribution in Nashville.
Special Thank.�
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for Di�tribufi<ln in Ut1it! Rilck.
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. sands of other people,

leading him io
hope he could deliver 350,000 signed .
MIAMI-A·petiticm ·drive is under:: . petitions· to Surgeon General Dr. C.
.way to close .all bomosexual lumgouts in Everett Koop. .
When contacted in his Washington,
response to fear that gays may spread
D. G· oftice, Villanueva said the peti- .
AIDS to the general population. Unlike
lions have been . out for . about one
other eft'orts throughout the coUntry _:
the Family Defense Coalition in New Dl()nth, and it's too early to tell how
1118J?,Y will be returned. He did speculate
York . and. the · Moral M¥>rity under
By Joseph McQuay

·

he would be delivering thousands to
Jerry Falwell - this eft'ort goes beyond
requesting that bathhouses · and book- . Koop within the next 2-4 weeks. Villa
nueva apparently wrote the newsletter
stores be closed.
and m�ed it to th� membership withQut
" Since AIDS is transmitted prim8f
ily by perverse bomosexuals, your name consulting the group's board of direc:On my national petitiOO to quarantine all . tors. . Meeting last week, the board
homOsexual establishments. is CJUcial .to decided to torie down their demands.
your family's health and security,"
"Some thQught it might be too much,
wrote l)aniel Villanueva, president of too early," be said "So_ we're only

a

·

the . American Family

AssociatiOO.

"W'rtll this vital petition, we will
demaftd that all bomosexual bari, bath
houseS and shops be closed
boarded
up for good"
"if they close all the shops and ·
restaurants run by gays there won't be
· any left," said Bill Kipp, chairperson of
Health Crisis NetWork, a new organiza
tion which is bClping AIDS patients in
Miami.
Vtllanueva sent out a vehement fourr
. page neWIIeUer to the AFA's 100,000
•

•

•

·

members, ursing them to · sign . an
.enclosed petition to clOse gay busi
nesses. He:aliQ sent out packe� to thou·

·

asking now fod be government to close ·

down bathhouses. If we discover the
disease is as dangerous as we're_ told 
that it ·is highly contagious - · we may
have to do more widespread quarantine
·effo rt down the line to reduce the

spread."
But what about the 350,000 petitions
which clearly demand that all homo
sexual establishments be quarantined?
The board of directors may have altered
their request, but that doesn't change
wording on a petition that will be
delivered to the surgeon gener_al.
"It's true, there is a pretty obvious
discrepency," Villanueva said "That

memp�is

Interracial Gay People's Organization

Goa l s fo r t h e N e w Year, C o n v e n t i o n ' 84
Jan .
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8 : 00
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Mothers - Oedi p u s Sex . "
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as a result of their grotesque disease.
will be resolved in our discussio With
Health and Human Services: We will
Yes, homosexuals are only �cemed
state that the position of our organiza• . with themselves and maintaining their
lion is only to close the bathhouses. But
sick, disgusting lifestyle."
the bulk of the petitions should show
"He .is assuming that all gays are
AIDS victims and all AIDS victims are
support for some action of a quarantine
· nature."
gay," Kipp respondecL' "He gets the
"Then Dr.- Koop will know that you . subject and predicate so mixed up that
and all moral Americans want positive,
he cre�ttes the image that all homosexu
immediate action-taken against the gay
als carry AIDS."
plague!" the news.letter reads.
"I probably did misword some of the
"He is identifying moral with the
. passages to lead people to believe thatJ
. straight community and immoral with
we're after all homosexuals," Villa-f
the gay community," Kipp said "And
nueva said "There is no way we could
this is ·baseq on his own narrowly dog
or should quarantine all homosexuals.:
matic perception of the world It's an
We want to focus our attention on th
emotional appeal based purely on
promiscuous people. They're the ones
people's
fears,
ignorance
and
knocking on the . doors of the hospitals,
prejudice."
lettbtg us know they're dying," be said
Throughout the newsletter, Villa
with a slight chuckle. "That's . why we
Queva stresses that his readers must
want to close down the places these
work to close down gay establishments
people congregate."
because homosexuals are without con- In reviewing the entire newslc;tter,
/ science:
K.ipp said the author did use some effec-

�

- from the American Family Association

T h u rsday, Jan . 5 - Act i o n Comm ittee Meets, 7 : 30 "Setti n g
Tuesday,

·

s

·

"Since AIDS is transmittedprimarily by perverse
homosexuals; your name on· my nationalpetition
to QUARANTINE ALL HOMOSEXUAL ESTA
BLISHMEN.TS is crucial to yourfamily's health
and sec'l!_rity. "

L BWMT /
An

AMERICAN
FAMILY

Wed . , Jan . 1 8 - Stee r i n g Comm ittee Meet i ng. 8:00 . m .
T u es . , J a n . 23 - General B u s i n ess Meet i ng - M a i n L i brary
T h u rs. , J a n . 26 - C R/Su p p o rt G ro u p Meet i n g - "S i b l i n g
R i val ry ?"
Sat., Jan. 28 - Big Second Anniversary Party, 8:00 p.m.

"When you have a 'common cold'
don't you stay away from your friends
so they don't risk 'catching' your cold?
So why can't these Ali:>S-sick sexual
deviants extend the same common cour
tesy to you?
"But what else can you expect from
sex-craved degenerates but selfishness? .
For homosexuals don't care -if they
cause a massive epidemic. And home>
sexUals don't care if innocent people die .

live propaganda techniques, but he lost
his effectiveness because many of them
were overdone. . "To me, the article was
indicative of an extremely homophobic
reaction. It may relate to a neg�tive
childhood experience or . deep-seated
problems with his own sexual identity. I
hesitate to even give such disturbed indi
viduals the credibility of responding to
their oft'-the-wall, unreasonable, hateinspired propaganda."

We are Gay i n d iv i d u al s c reat i n g an i n terrac i a l , c u l t u ral ,
soc i a l , po l itical a n d ed u·cat i o n a l organ izat i o n ded i cated to
fostering

a s u p po rtive

envi ro n m en t

w h e re

rac i a l

and .

c u lt u ral barriers can be overco me, as w e l l as wor k i n g to
. c o m bat racism both w i t h i n and outside the Gay com m u n i ty.
F o r further information call 2 7 6 -4 1 60 ( Irwin ) or 2 74-0532 (Joe) or 7 26-4299 ( Gay
Switchboard) or write: Black and White Men Together of Memphis, Inc., P.O . Box
41 7 7 3 , Memohis, TN 3 8 1 74.
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NASHVILL E 'S NEWEST
C & W BAR
OPEN IN JANUARY
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Groups

Ral � y

Washington, D.C.- Congress is in

recess

until . January ,23,

1 984

.

GRNL feels· that this provides an
excellent opportunity for constitu

effort

A g a i n.s t J.udge's Nomination
to

lobby Senate Judiciary

Committee members to block Wil
kenson's

nomination

after

being

contacted by Bob Rohr, a member

of Capitol Area Republicans, a DC

Lesbian and Gay political organiza-

tion. Rohr's organization along With
GRNL and the Virginia Gay Alliance
cont. on p age 1 3

ents to visit or call on their Con

gressional Representatives and Sena

tors to lobby in home districts and
states.

A major GRNL concern is the

confirmation of J. Harvie Wilk(mson--
III, . a former University of Vi.Tginia

law professor and a former editorial

page . editor for
Wilkenson

The Virginia Pilot .

was nominated by

President Reagan to fill a vacancy

on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

4th Circuit. His credential� are ques

tioned by many groups and individ

uals. GRNL's National Field Direc

tor Tanyan Corman spearheaded an

A rch diocese I nvestigate d
After G ay Use of C athedral
-

-

Washington
(The Wash ington
Blade)-James Hickey, the R oman

Catholic archbishop of Washing
ton has been ordered by the Vatican
to conduct an investigation of the
Archdiocese of Seattle.
The announcement of Hickey's
impending "apostolic visitation" fol
lows by less than two months a
decision by Seattle Archbishop Ray
mond Hunthausen to allow the Gay
Catholic group Dignity the use of St.
James cathedral to celebrate the
major liturgy during the group's
annual convention, which was held
in the city over the Labor Day
weekend. Tha.t decision prompted
protests by conservative Catholics
in the archdiocese.
The announcement comes also
after a similar investigation was
conducted this summer in the Dio
cese of Richmond , headed by Bis
hop Walter Sullivan. Both Hunthau
sen and Sullivan are among the
nation's most progressive bishops
and both have been supportive of
Gay Catholics.
Sullivan recently
wrote the introduction to a book on Gay Catholics edited by Father
Robert Nugent, a Salvatorian priest
whose work in the m:..ea of Gay min
istry has drawn the ire of Hickey.
Although Gay issues will not .
necessarily be the principal subject
of the investigation, the choice -of
Hickey to conduct it is an indica
·

tion they will be addressed. Hickey .
gained public attention two years
ago when he criticized a symposium
on "homosexuality and the Catho
lic Church " that was sponsored by
New Ways Ministry, a group headed
by

Nugent and Sister

Jeannine

Gramick. Hickey has continued to
be critical of New Ways and in the
past has sought to force the group
to leave the archdiocese .
Hickey also has refused repeated
requests to meet with Dignity and
the Gay press. In addition, he has
taken no action on a report by an
internal committee on options for
establishing a Gay ministry. Hickey
announced his intentions to create
such a ministry two years ago.

l
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to New York this weekend? What
for?"

Box 3038

any more for me and I want you to
know it 's liberating. The sky didn 't

Mter a couple of seconds hesita fall in , no one dropped me, and as
I said, "Carolyn and I are far as I can tell it hasn 't changed a
going to a n ational convention of thin�xcept that now I don't have
-----����- Parents and Friends of Lesbians and to keep quiet. I can make state
ments about the subjects and give
Gays. My oldest son is. Gay." I got
tion

with this th�me-as indeed, women
were mention d li.ttle except as
�
they entered mto the laws given
for men.
.
Letters to the editor should be as
.
This statement m
the B1. ble 18
shOrt as possible arid muit be s;gned;
tO
Names will be withheld by request of�n used by those who want
make
homosex
uality
a sin. Those .
but anonymo us letters will not be
,
rules
which
do
not
fit
modem
belief
letters-to
a
is
.
3038
printed. "Box
the-editor column and is a public are discarded by these people who
forum for readers to express their �laim to in rpet the literal meanopinions. Gaze takes no responsi mg of the B1ble.
bUity for the views expressed. Mail
A set of rules which made sense
letters to Gaz� Box 3038, Memphis, to the mentality of the society of
TN 381 73-0038.
the 5th or 6th century B.C. does
not fit in the 20th century. W e
must use judgement when interpre
Some Thoughts on Leviticus
ting the Bible. When those rules
were written a widow . or divorced
woman was blemished. A dwarf or
In Levi_ticus , chapters 17-26 there
someone maimed was blemished.
is a holiness code given to Moses
Should a homosexual in th e 20th
by God. s·cholars tell us it was
century be considered blemished?
written somewhere around the 5th
We say absolutely not ! Careful
or 6th century B.C. During this
exam ination of the sociological,
period slavery was common as it is
psychological, biological and reli
mentioned in some of the laws.
gious aspects of homosexuality show
Also, women were considered chat
it to be a natur3I variation of the
tel. The rules were not made for
theme of life. As parents we should
them but were often about · them.
do all we can, directly or indirectly,
Priests were to marry 'virgms because
to educate the members of society
e
widow or divorced women w re
to this truth.
blemished. A "man blind or lame
or one- who has a mutilated face r
Parents FLAG
a limb too long,or a man who has
.
St.Louis
an injured foot or an injured hand
or a dwarf... "could not apporach
Parent of G ay C omes Out
the altar or touch the priests'robes
-.
becau se they were blemished. Farm
ers were not to plant more than one
type of seed in a field and no one
Dean, one of the men in my five
- was allowed to wear clothing with member carpool,
is a good friend
more than one kind of material in it.
and has known about Greg being
Many of the dozen of rules
Gay for several years. We were
having to do _with sex carried the
approaching my house on the Fridav
penalty of death . One ot these rules
my wife and I were going to th
was"Y ou shall not sleep with man
second international convention of
as with women." Th ere is no men
PFLAG when Dean said, "Well
tion of hozposexuality or sexual

out of the car immediately after
that and nothing else was said bu�

I went to New York feelin g like a
milli.on dollards. Since then I have
told a coup1 e o f peop 1 e at work.
making sure they know it's no
secret. It won 't be a problem telling

�

·

·

�

�

orientation because this concept was
not recognized at the time. Women

were not mentioned in connection

Rod, have a good time in the Big
Apple."
Someone else said, "You going

·

Parents FLAG
St. Louis

L A Gay rrl
D •de

r:::'
•va J
restl

Christopher Street West/Los An
gle& ( CSW) has an nounced plans
for the most ambitious Los Angles
Gay Pride Festival in its fourteen
year history. Commemorating the
fifteenth an niversary of the Stone
wall demonstration s in New York's
Greenwich Village,CSW is in pro
duction on a massive celebration
that will incorporate the Featival
Games sporting events beginning a
full week of better before, and cul
minating the weekend of Friday,
Jun e 29, Saturday June 30 and Sun
day July 1 st.
As' proposed by the National
Pride Committee's Conference held
in October, CSW has adoped the
slogan Unity and More in '84 for
the Los Angeles Gay Pride celebration. Highlighting the event will be
the Festival of Bands, the presenta
tion of nine Gay marching bands
from various parts of the country to
perform together for the first time
anywhere.
Gay organ izations who may be
intersted in participating in the Los ·
Angeles Gay Pride Festival and/or
Parade are requested to ger their in
quiries to CSW as soon as possible.
Participation is
encoraged by
groups that may be intending ·to
visit Los Angeles to celebrate .
Coming just 27 days before the
International SuJ?mer Olympics of

an exciting summer season. Vaca
tioners who are considering a trip
to Los Angeles may
to adjust
their schedules to begin in time to
attend the imme nse Festival and
Parade.
Along with presenting the largest
Gay Pride Celebration in the coun
try, including the annual 5/10K Run
For Gay Pride and other sport com
petitions, an an nual musical G_c:mcert
and the only two-day Festival; CSW
is able to assist numerous Gay orga
nization s ih the area through ftind
ing and its Community Support sy
tem tf1rougf10ut the year.

..

•

·

·

1984, the Los Angeles Gay Pride

Festival is sure to be the kick-off of

S et
wish

One ID
Atlanta

L aw

Passed

Atlanta (The Washington Blade)

establishments who require a mem
berahip fee or a cover charge post a
large sign specifying amounts and
terms. E stablishments found guilty
of violating the ordinances face
possible suspention or revocation
of their licenses.

OUTRE BOOK SHOP.

LeatheE Pants Special
SIJS

2 78-9546

Cust�m-made
belts •Chaps
J a c k e t s •Vests • H a rnesses •
Wristbands •Slings •Caps •
Leather Jock Straps•G-Sbings•
T·Shlrts•Westem Shirts• Boot·
Straps• Leather Suspenders• Etc.

WE TRADE OR SELL USED
PAPERBACKS
PAPERBACKS ONLY 1 0% OFF
Willi CASH. OR GET 1 0%
MORE ON YOUR TRADE
Willi lliiS COUPON.
(Trade offer not good with Harlequins)
Offer Expires 3-3 1-84
OPEN : 1 0-6 M-F; 1 0- 5 SAT

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Open FrL-sat. 9 P.M.·Z A.M.

1 474 Madison
(located in the rear of Jackie's)

S eason's a5reetings
milt anb �a\1e

We now handle a complete iine
of LeatheE and CiEe
�-----

in

The City Council last month passed
several measures that would pro
hibit the city's bars from requesting
more than one piece of legal iden
tification from patrons. The passage
of the bills followed lobbying .by the
Altanta Chapter of Black and White
.
Men Together.
The legislation also requires that -

��-----��---�---------------------:-------------�---.-.�--..; .. _, 1

852 S. COOPER ST.
(Between Central and Young)

·

out information that people need to
know. I recommend it highly . It
only took me eight years.

<Come <Celebrate
t"lero �ear's !Ct'e
at

'<lrlfe �iglftlf �ett!
1 3 82

Jnplar

Ope n 6 p. m . - Ti l
C o m p l i m e n ta ry C h a m pa g n e
$50 Ca s h D ra w i n g a t M i d n i g h t !
- Ad m i ss i o n $5 p e r pe rso n
R egula r opera ting h ours :- 3 p. m . - 3 a . m . Da ily (Ciosed Monda y)

725 -9877

Les tiallet 'i'rocJmdero de Monte Carlo; appearing J anuary �4th at the Orpheum.
Orpheum. For ticket information call 525-3000.
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by Jeff Thqmpson

Charles Ludlam. Billed as "A Mod
em Tragedy, " Galas actually is a
thinly-vieled, deliciously broad, bio
graphical farce---complete with drag
performances.
Tlie Ridiculous Theatrical Com
pany is a tiny basement theatre,
seating only 1 50. Its facilities are
extremely reminiscent of those in
the 1970's. Despite its small au
ditorium and unusually petite stage,
the Ridiculous Company works tech
nical wonders which virtually rival
the theatrical magic of the dazzling
Broadway shows some blocks away.
For example, during Galas, the au
dience sees a "locomotive" roar on
to the stage and halt, as �louds of
smoke billow around it ! Such spec-

Last month, Placido Domingo,
Renata Scotto, Jose Van Dam,and
over a half-dozen other operatic
giants gathered at four opera houses
around the world for a simultan
eous "international celebration" of
what would . have been the sixtieth
birthday of the -"prima donna asso
luta," Maria Callas ( 1 923-1 97 7 ) ,
the colorful, but doomed, Italian
soprano. However, since September
a . very different "remembrance" of
Callas has been staged nightly in
New York City, at The Ridiculous
Theatrical Company , in Sheridan
Square, in the heart of Greenwich
Village. The Off-Broadway theatre
has been the site 'of the "fictional"
play, Galas, written and directed by

·

The Memphis Gay Coalition has worked .
for Gay/Lesbian righ ts in Tennessee for the:
past fzve years. In doing so it has operated
the Memphis Gay. Stfitch �oard, produced
the Gay Alternatzve. Radw prp_15ram, pub
lished GAZE and televised Views from
1 0 9-e; Recently, the Coalition has under
taken an AIDS information project.

' ·

B. Palola's

ALL of these services require your sup
port. . . both moral and financiaL
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business. with an imaginary tele
phone cord and a concealed dagger.
Plus, Ludlam 's on stage movements
and expressions make him the epitome of femininity ! His every bodily
and facial nuance is perfection. Male
playwright/director/actor Charles
Ludlam instantly vanishes and is re
placed completely by the very
female Maria Magdalena Galas.
Receiving second billing on the
Galas 'playbill is costumer Everett
Quinton, who plays Bruna Lina
frumpy
Rasta, the wild-haired,
opera-star-turned-charwoman. While
Bruna's ludicrous appearance and
speeches could have turned the
character into a mere caricature,
Quinton nevertheless give a sub
stantial, entertaining performance.
His lowly Bruna is a vital part of

Galas '. most hilarious scene --MagdH

lena,

Giovanni, and Bruna's up
roarious audience with Pope Sixtus
VII !
The fictitious pontiff is portrayed
by Julian Craggs, a pleasingly ver
satile actor who plays three roles in
the show. Craggs portrays Ghing
heri, a prissy impressario; Pope

Sixtus VII ; and Ilka Winterhalter, a
( female) Time journalist wh o inter
· views Magdalena on board Aristotle Odysseus' yacht!
The Galas playbill states, "The
characters in the play are real. Only

.·

names have been changed to protect
the playwright. " Although Charles
Ludlam's latest play is a humorous
reworking of the stormy life of one·
of this century 's greatest sopranos,
it also stands alone as a definite off
Broadway comedic triumph---and
something of which Charles Lud
lam and his Ridiculous Theatrical
Company CWl be proud.

"Memorable"

by Jeff Thompson

A $2 0 donation will help keep MGC :
active l.n the cause of preserving your rights. · ·.·
It also entitles you to membership in the .
MGC as well as a year 's subscription to
. GAZE.
Send your checks or mon_ey orders to
1
MGC, P. U. Box 3 038, Memphzs, TN 381 73- .
003&

ll

ial effects (as well as expert light,
ing) add a very special touch to the
already-enthralling, campy melodrarna which is Charles Ludlam 's Gales.
The extremely talented Ludlam
founded The Ridiculous Theatrical
Comp any---and he writes, directs,
and stars in every play which his
theatre produces! Not every play
features drag, but Galas certainly
does---and Charles Ludlam plays the
title role of Maria Magdalena Galas,
the "fictitious" Italian soprano who
yearns to sing at La Scala and to be
recognized by the operatic community. During the play, Magdalena
(Ludlam ) loves, uses, and loses Giovanni Baptista Mercanteggini ( actor
Emilio Cubeior) ; becomes involved
in a scandal at La Scala; has a fling
with billionaire Aristotle Plato Socrates Odysseus (John Heys) aboard
his yacht; philosophizes with her
maid/confidante, Bruna Lina Rasta,
a has-been prima donna ( Everett
Quinton, in drag) ; and; finally, takes
her own life, with Madame Bu tterfly 's fateful aria for background
music ! New York playwright Ludlam has borrowed actual incidents
in Maria Callas' life--as well as some
direct quotes---and transformed
tragedy into a wildly funny (and
occasionally poignant) spoof.
Charles Ludlam, in drag, offers a
magnificent performance as Magdalena Galas. His use of gorgeous costumes, wigs, and heavy eye_ make-up
readily suggest Maria Callas' appearance in life. (The show's c ostume
. designer is Everett Quinton. ) Ludlam is a flawless master of "business"
on stage His handling of a. mere
strip of fur enables the audience to
"see" a living, moving "dog" in his
arms---and he does marvelous bits of

It has been open for business only
two months, but already it has be
come one of the Nashville Gay com
munity's most popular gathering
places. It's the new restaurant, B.
Palola's, located at 1 8 1 2 Hayes St.,
· near The Cabaret. Serving dinner
six nights. a week beginning at 5:00
PM, B: Palola's offers a comfortable,
flavorful, memora ble dining exper
ience.
B. Palola's is found in a distinc
tive, century-old house, whose front
porch, ornate doors, and high ceilings
lend the restaurant instant character.
Upon my first visit to the cafe, I was
impresseQ. with the unique color
scheme of the textured walls--
Palola Purple and Palola Pink, as
the hues have been dubbed. Ro
bust, verdant piants stretched ceil
ingward throughout the restaurant.
The intimate tones of Linda Ron
stadt's excellent "What's New" al
bum wafted through the place as I
dined . . . althougb , during the course
of any evening, the recorded back
ground music at B. Palola's runs the
pleasing gamut from easy listening
and jazz to dance music and Top 40.
Music tapes have been prepared
especially for the restaurant by
Michael Stark and Tolen May .
The remarkable menu of B.

.

Palola's offers a splendorous as
sortment of appetizers (including
caviar, hors d'oeuvres, and fried
squid) , tangy salads, and luscious
entrees of chicken, steak, fish, pork,
and veal. For my entree, I selected
Nuts--savory
Shrimp with Pine
shrimp sauteed with mushrooms,
snow peas, water chestnuts, and
crisp pine nuts, all in a glistening,
buttery sauce. Rounding out my
exquisite meal were the squid appe
tizer, the House Salad , a butter-
drenched baked potato, and scrump
tious hot bread.
The owner of Nashville's new
Hayes Street eatery is Barbara Palolq.
a native of Billings, Montana, who
has lived in Music City for four
years. Before opening the cafe which
bears her name, Barbara was an em
·

·

ployee of the
newly re-ojJened.
Church Street bistro, The World's
End. Barbara planned and worked
toward opening her own restaurant
for one year, ultimately acquiring
and remodeling the one-hundred
year-old Haves Street homestel'l.d.
Barbara Palola personally devised
the restaurant's enticing menu . . .
and. now entrusts the actual prep
aration of the delicious dishes to
her chef, Sam Routh.
cont. page 1 8

H O L I DAY S P EC I A L

Get Ready fo r the Holidays a n d the Spirit of Th i ngs

Shampoo, Cut and Style
Perma n e n t with cond itioner

726-4871 ( Ask for Bobby)

$7.00 (no a ppt. needed)
$23.50 (ca l l for appt.)
Pat ricia's Smaller Sister

1 859 Mad i so n Ave. ( Across from Big Sta r)

Groups Rally
poned until 1984.
Corman

asks

that

constituents
contact their Senators and express
their concern regarding the confir

coordinated Gay community efforts

to stop confirmation due to Wilken

son's outspoken opposition to Les

bian and Gay civil rights. Women's

and Black organizations also worked

to oppose the nomination. Due to

these coordinated efforts,_ Wilken
son's confirmation has been post
mation. The following reasons for
concern may be cited : a lack of

cont. from p age 9
attached

to it including anc anti

GRNL
Weller.

Deputy

Lesbian/Gay

�endment, "

MGC JANUARY P ROGRAM
MEETING

stated

Director Jerry

"It

is essential that we lobby
Congress not just for the passage

·

of the ERA, but also that there must
additional amendments,"
be no

stated Corman who has been work
ing closely with GRNL's Field Asso

''A ltern ative Mus i c''

ciates on this issue.

judicial tempermenti he has demon
strated clear anti-Gay bias in Virginia

Charlie McMullen, local Gay musician, will pre
sent a program of music and tal k about the involve
ment of musicians on various social movements .

Pilot editorials; and he lacks exper-

ience, never having sat as a judge

(this expressed in an editorial in the

Virginia Pilot, July 29, 1983.

Corman also asks that Lesbians
and Gay men contact their Con
gressional representatives regarding

the possibility of another· attempt to
pass the Equal Rights Amendment

in 1984. "GRNL not only supports
the ERA and encourages its passage,

t-

but we are also deeply concerned

that if it does not reach the House
floor in 1984, there are clear indica
tions that amendments m ay be

Wed n esday, Frid
and S u n d ay are
S H OW N I G H TS
NOW FEATU R I N G
B rid gett La Bel le
Ciscely Deo nca
( Miss ·Gay Nashvi l le)
G rac ie Pleshette
( M iss Davidson Co. )
B u bble La R u e
. Cookie Me

Janu ary 1 6, 1 984
Publi c Library (Peab ody & McLe an)
Meet ing Room B
Presen ted by the Memp his Gay Coaliti on

..

A PLAC E FOR GOO D FOOD , SHOWS,
AN D FUN

the New Jung l e
Nas hvi l-l e
300 4th Ave .
south
256-94 � �

Set-u ps Avai lable
Ten I m port Beers
a n d A L L America n
Bee rs Avai lable

H O T SA ND WICHES
PA T/ 0 L O UN G E

Open Monday - Fri day
3 :00 p . m . - 3:00 a . m .
Satu rday & Sunday
1 :00 p . m . - 3:00 a . m .
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Susan

B. in Federal Cold Storage

by Michelle Clarl.
Heard an item on the TV news
about the Susan B. Anthony Dollar,
you know the silver coin they re
leased a few years ago and you've
hardly seen a wink of since?
According to the TV there's 25
million brand new ones stored in
burlap sacks down in a vault of the
Federal Reserve. The government
says the coins are no good because
the public never cottoned to them,
didn't want to use 'em. But I've
heard a different story. The people
I know say they like the coin and
it's too bad there's so few in circu
lation we all treat them like collec
tor's tems. Seems the public :never
had a chance to grow accustomed.
1'he life .--expectancy of a paper
dollar is three years, the silver dol
lars now in mint are given fifteen
years. Federal statist��i�s calculate
_
a saving of fifty milh �:m ,dollars-:
over how long they d1dn t say-if
the coins were used, only the
government reports the public won't
bother to, and doesn't circulate
them. The problem, says the govern
ment, is the Susan B. Anthony Dol

to hold a vast proportion in reserve.
Without caring, the officials suc
ceeded in appearing to care.
It does
take a little time
to
know a new coin, and if. it can be
compared to others known, it will
be, but not permanently. In England

the old two shilling piece and the
half a crown ( two shillings and six
pence) were very similar, the one
only slightly la�ger than the oth�r.
Were the Britons so inept as to con
stantly confuse the two? Certainly
not. British children perhaps ex
perienced some difficulty when first
learning to handle their money, but
any competant adult a week
on
British shores could distinguish the
characteristic, if subtle, differences
between the two.
The Susan B. Anthony Dollar is
far from identical to the quarter.
Heavi�r, thicker, its sides straight
cut not circular and its edges un
serated, the intelligent hand feels a
marked difference between quarter
and dollar coin. The American pub
lic simply did not have enough prac
tice, we were prematurely judged
too slow to catch on.
The real reason we see so few
lar is too much like a quarter.
Susan B's has to do with the ro
Is that really the issue? I doubt licking comparison she presents to
it. The image of a feminist leader the likes of George W. One look at
was stamped as a token gesture and this woman on the coin reminds one
less than half-heartedly promoted. of a set of issues that most Federal
Officials were only too pleased with higher-ups , would rather keep buried.
the initial negative response from Her image is a chauvanist joke never
retail interests and swiftly decided given time to wear off, and �oe be

i

that it should. Heaven forbid in the
United States lip service to woman
leadership should ever b_e accepted
casually. There is another real reason
too-cash register drawers are made
for the number of coins we've al
ways had. Call it tradition.

Gays E nraged
Remark

With no accomodation made and
slight time allowed, of course the

feminist dollar never caught on.
Let's surprise the government. Make
a point, next time you're at the
bank, of requesting Susan B . 's and
not the dry old face of George.

by ,"F acetious"
·

mentation or degrading
these
Phoenix, AZ-The Arizona Gaypeople. "
Lesbian Task Force has called for
However, fellow Supervisor Tom
the resignation of Republican HawFreestone . and Phoenix Gazette re
ley Atkinson, chairman of the Mariporter Edythe Jensen confirmed the
copa County Board of Supervisors,
quote attributed to him and both
after his remark that "homosexuals
felt he was not joking. According to
and Lesbians from San Francisco"
Freestone, "I don't know if he
.should be used in experiments in- meant it the way it was said, but he
stead of animals from the pound. did say it the way it came out."
The Arizona Republic newspaper
Despite the public outcry, Atkin
has also called for his resignation.
soil said "I have absolutely no inHarry Britt, openly Gay San Frantention f stepping down," and in
cisco · city-county supervisor said,
fact, "I will run in 1984. "
"The last person t o advocate mediThe AGLTF has threatened to
cal experiments on homosexuals was
muster the county's
estimated
Adolf Hitler. There are many people ·
1 5 0 , 000 Gay voters and try to re
who don't like this kind of talk in
call Atkinson if he does not step
American society . "
down.
:Atkinson first refused to deny or
The conservative retirement comconfirm the quote attributed to him munity of Sun City which 6 7-year
but finally said it "was a facetious
old Atkinson represents, boasts a
remark. I didn't think it would get nother outspoken official. Republi
in the newspaper . " Later, he said , can Jim Ratliff, Sun City's State
"What I (actually) said was, if Stan- Representative gained notoriety in
ford (University ) had to do research, 1 981 by suggesting abortions only
why don't they go up there and be permitted in cases where a white
communicate with the Gay c ommu- woman was
raped by a "colored
nity? That's a far cry from experi- fellow."
·
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Psych . Out II

s 71 Marshall

Memphis' Newe st Women' s Disco
( Men Welcome )

·

Ba r

.

C o rne C e le b rate
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Theme Jigsaw . Puzzle

Eddie Murphy 's Disease
Can Be Cured!

Now Avail able
The world's first Gay-theme jigsaw puzzle is here !
GAY PRIDE ! is a five-hundred
piece, 16" by 20" full-color jigsaw
puzzle of Gay pride buttons representing
issues from around the
country over a period of mo re th an 1
ten years. The picture includes buttons flom various Gay pride -parades
on both coasts, and such national
issues as the Anita Bryant campaign, California's Proposition 6,
and Federal Gay rights legislation.
Both men's and women 's groups are
represented, with buttons dating
back to the early 1 970's.
The
puz-zle is produced by
ComiJ:tg Out Enterprises, a Philadelphia-based company operated by
two longtime Gay activists, and
was
manufactured for them by
American Premium Company, the

country's largest custom jigsaw manufacturer. It will be available around
the country at a suggested retail
price of $9.95.
Coming Out
Enterprises was
. formed by Loretta DeLoggio and
Isabelle Lacey to produce the jigsaw
puzzle. "It's something I've wanted
to do for several years," Ms. DeLoggio said. "I mentioned it· to Isabelle
after this year's New York Gay Pride
Parade, and the next thing I knew
we were starting a company."
They believe the company will be
helpful to Gay liberation. "The
theme of the puzzle is a unified
movement formed by widely di
verse groups," Ms. Lacey said. "We
hope that the puzzle will remind
people that our diversity is our
strength."

Poor Eddie �urphy. He has one of the most d e b i l itating ·
· d iseases a c reative .m i nd cah have-and chances are he
"
doesn't even Know it. Yet, Edd ie M u rphy i s such an
el oquent spokesperson for the d isease, we've d ecided to
name it after h i m . H ere's a d i rect q u ote from h i s new
album, Eddie Murphy: Comedian:
·

"I'm afraid of gay people. Petrified. I h ave nig htmares
about gay people."
Yes, Edd i e Murphy, l i ke m i l l i ons of his friends, s uffers
fro m homophobia: an i rrational and u nco ntro llable fear
of h o m osexuality� Too many people were confusing
homophobia with other d iseas-es, l i ke hemophilia, so from
now on let's j u st call it Edd i e Murphy's Disease.
·

On h i s Col u m bi a a l b u m (as wel l as h i s H BO special and
his Param ount video tape and d isk), Mr. Murphy j ustifies
a six�minute verbal attack on "faggots" (he u ses the
wo rd five ti mes in less than two m i nutes) as··follo�s: .

·

-------� I D S

------�

AIDS -Forces Moral Issue
Dallas- We may find out just how
far the American public has come as
scientists continue their search · for
the cause of AIDS, said Dr. James
Curran of the Centers for Disease
Control.
"This forces us to deal with the
issues of homosexuality and intra
venous drug use in the United
States," Curran told members of the
American Public Health Association.
"This Will test how much moral.
fiber our society has. ••
In barely four years of existence,
this disease has struck more than
2,600 people and claimed at least
1,102 lives. Curran said that AIDS
will be with us for a long time .--- .
at least until the year 1990. Some
386 cases have been reported in San
Francisco, where Dr. Selma K. Dritz
said known treatments for the dis
ease have proven inaduate.
"Our studies show that it makes
no difference when treatment be
gins. So we are working hard on pre
vention, but we cannot simply close
· down the baths, just like we can't
close down the bars, the discos, the
restaurants, the bookstores or the
bushes along the streets.
"We have to convince all these
people that AIDS is just like a
lottery: The more tickets you buy
the more chances you have to win
the prize; the more sexual contacts
you have, the more chances you will
have for exposure to the disease. "

marked improvement after receiv
ing massive doses of interferon, a
protein substance produced natur
ally by the body. According . to
Dr. Susan Krown, low doses of
interferon did not work as well on
KS patients. She would not speculate, how
ever, on whether the successful
treatments would stop other effects
of AIDS or increase the patients'
chances of survival.

H e p at i t i s V a c c i n e M ay
Protect Against AIDS

ladies be hangin out wlth .gay people. You know what's .
real scary about that? That new AIDS s-. AIDS is
scary cuz it kills mother f---:-. Kills peoplei It
petrifies me cuz girls be hang in out with them! And nne
night they could be in the club havln fun with their gay
friend and g ive 'em a l ittle kiss and go home with their
AIDS on their lips! Get home with their husband and
like five years later. the doctor says, "Mr. Johnson. you
have AIDS."

All scientific evidence ind i cates that you cannot contract
AIDS. through casual co ntact with AIDS victims. Unfo rtu
nately, casual contact with Eddie Murphy has been l i nked
to the spread of Eddie M u rphy's Disease.
Would you l i ke to hel p keep Edd i e M u rph y's Disease
contai ned with i n The Moral Maj ority? You can. Here are
some sugg esti ons:

San Antonio, TX ( The Weekly
News . Recent-studies indicate tiuit
a vaccine developed for Hepatitis-B
may actually reduce a person's
1. Write l etters. Let Co l u m bia, H BO, Paramount , m u sic
chances for gettings AIDS, one reand video publ i cati ons, reco rd sto res, video stores, and
searcher said.
maybe even Ed die Mu rphy hi mself k n ow that you f i nd a·
Gay males who have be�n vaccinstraight
comedian doing 'fagg ot' jokes as u nacceptable
50%
a
had
ated with Heptavax-B
as a white come d i- an doing 'nigger' j o·kes.
lower incidence of AIDS than those
who were not vaccinated, said Dr.
Frederick . J. Buckwold, researcher
2. If you bu y tbe a l b u m. , tape o r video disk and f i m:l it
at the Univerity of· Texas. The
offensive, take it back. Thi-s is not a publicity stunt
study involved a group of more
desig ned to se l l reco rd��.:We're not anxious for anyone to
than 1 ,000 Gay males in New York
·
g
et rich(er) on bigotry.
City; Of that group, 2.2% of those
who took the vaccine contracted
AIDS, while 4.4% of the non-vaccin
3. Tell you r friends. You don't have to .be black to help
ated Gay ma,les got the disease.
sta m p out racis m . You d o n !t have to - be gay to help
·
Heptavax- B has been on the mar
e l i m i nate Edd i e M u rphy's Disease.�
ket for about 2 years. but fear of
.
contaminated blood supplies has
demand for the drug
caused the
For f u rther i nformation, or: for yo u r .free sticker, "Ed d i e
I nt er feron W or king Well
to drop significantly. Most of the
M u rphy's Disease c an be cu red !"· p J ease send a self
40% of the T ime
vaccine is drawn from the .blood of
add ressed, stam ped envelope to:
Gay males, since that group has such
New Y\0rk (The Weekly News)- a high incidence of Hepatitis-B. and
The Eddie Murphy's Disease Fo undati on
High doses of interferon have caused therefore has developed high levels
B.oi 'G�H585 Dept. G
40% of the Kaposi's sarcoma patof antigens against the disease.
los Angeles , Cal ifo rnia
ients to go into major regression,
"The data suggests that getting
90069
a_ccording to a study conducted at the vaccine may even prevent the
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
development of AIDS," said Buck/ ;f,
center.
· wold. "But the data is not conclu., Some 35 patients, �ho ha� been
sive. At this point, we cannot say
it (the vaccine) is going to prevent
:m '�the Sloan-Kettering AIDS pro_
li lililll_________lo«.
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A creative mind is a
terrible thing to w_aste.

shvllle
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T'he Year in Review

by Jeff Thompson

corporated, organized a delegation
of theatregoers to see the touring
production of Euita at the Tenne
ssee Performing Arts Center down
·town. On Thursdav bi�ht. JANU
ARY 6, most of the cast of Euita
visited The Warehouse for a party
in their honor. Earl Carlile and the
Warehouse staff put together a half
dozen theatre .nights and cast par
ties during 1983.
The month of FEBRUARY 1 983
found Nashville 's popular show bar,
The Cabaret, presenting the Mister
Music City USA pageant. At the
end of the month (Monday FEBRU
ARY 28), what seemed to be the
city's Gay community en masse
attended the elegant, official grand
opening bash at The Mind Shaft
downtown. Amidst all of the deco
refreshments,
dancing,
rations,
· music and lights, and pageantry,
none of the revelers even suspected
that, four days later, the Mind
Shaft would be reduced to a grim,
charred shell.
MARCH came in like a lion, with
the roar of an uncontrollable fire
which swept through the deserted

evening, Pastor Tucker went over to
the WNGE-TV studios and' appeared

Satmday morning, MARCH 4, 1 983..
The conflagration totally destroyed
the aging building which housed the
nightclu,b. Mter only three months
of business at the Mind Shaft, its
scorched, unsafe edifice lay deserted
until late summer, when it was torn
down and replaced by a parking lot.
On Saturday, MARCH 12, sixtyfive Gay Tennesseans converged on ·
Music City 's Metropolitan Cominunity Church for the second annual
Statewide Meeting of Lesbians and
Gay Men. Co-sponsored by the

on "Live Tonight" with host Teddy
Bart.
Finally, Mid-APRIL was the time
when Mother's Construction Com
pany, a new Gay nightspot, pri
miered in a former la�.1dromat on
Franklin Road, just a stone's throw
away from The Warehouse. As des
cribed in the· June Gaze, M other's
had a stylish, "high-tech" feel, with
its awant-garde artwork, metallic and
brick walls, special lighting, and pro
gre$Sive music.
Following the Miss Cabaret pageant · in APRIL, the Cabaret pre
sented the Mister Gay Tennessee
competition as part of its MAY acti
vities. The Mister Gay Tennessee pa
_ geant is an official preliminary to
the nationwide Mister Gay All-A
merican contest. Plus, on Tuesday
night, MAY 1 7 , The Cabaret wel
corned a celebrity guest - Lily
Tomlin ! The award:winning come
dienne was in town performing her
superb one-woman show,Lily Tom

Tennessee Gay Coalition for Human
Rights and the Memphis Ga.y Coali�
tion (and organized by Tommy
Powell), the Statewide Meeting featured Susan Green, Legislative Assistant to the Gay Rights National
Lobby, as the keynot-e speaker.
Other speakers were Kathryn Hearne
and Bill Johnson of the American
Civil Liberties Union of Tennessee
and Irwin Rothenberg of the Memphis chapter of Black and White
Men Together.
fires!
Additionally, MARCH was the
Unbeknownst to Gay Nashvillians
that Nashville's two oldest · lin in Appearing Nightly. Four days
month
in JANUARY, one of those fires
bars moved out of their side-by-side, later on Friday, MAY 21, Lily and
was to engulf the brand-new Lower
Commerce Street locations, to make her entourage stopped by The Ware
Broadway dance bar which had
way for the construction of the house , to thank the club for putting
opened its doors in the final days of
city's new downtown Oonvention together the largest single. bloc of
1982. Located on Third Avenue,
Center. Wednesday, MARCH 1 6, ticket purchasers for the entire
North, near notorious Broadway,
was the last day of business for the Nashville run of her show (200
The Mind · Shaft attracted patrons
thrity-two-year-old tavern, Juanita's, seats ) . ·
throughout JANUARY with fea
Nashvillians joined Gay commu
at its former location. The ve ry next
tures ranging from theme parties
t�oughout the nation in
nities
.
and dancing to male strippers and
day - Saint Patrick's Day - found
.
.
celebratmg
.
plans for a forthcoming Levi/leather
_ Ga� �nde. Week dunn�
Juanita Brazier, John Sawyer, and
bar and a Gay dinner theatre on the
the staff open for business in their J�E._Music City s P�de Week ac:ti
premises.
lovely new Capitol Boulevard home. Vlties mcluded meetmgs, two dm
at the ��tropoli� Community
Meanwhile , the staff of Nash
One week later (on Wednesday, ners
ville's perennial Warehouse 28, In- Mind Shaft in the wee hours of MARCH 23)., The Jungle Lounge C�urch· bu�ldmg, a picmc, and a Gay
Pnde Cruise on the Cumberland
vacated its Commerce Street' loCale.
River aboard The NaBhuille Show
Both it and Juanita's old places
boat. As reported in _the JulyIA�gpromptly were razed.
ust . Gaze, the three-hour evemng
. On the first day of APRIL, owncruise attracted 144 men and wo
er Jim McCullough reopened The
men and set the celebratory tone
Jungle now at 304 Fourth Avenue
for Nashville's successful_ Gay Pride
'
South. Then, on Saturday, APRIL
W�ek. Even The Nashvdle Ba'!�er
2, a large portion of Nashville's Gay
pnnted an accurate, · very pos��ve
community attended an extraordiasse�ment o! the Gay co:rnmumty
nary fund-raiser for the Tennessee
and Its special week. (The month
Gay Coalition for Human Rights.
of_ JUNE _also,saw the well-attended
As reported in the May Gaze, "An
MISS MuSic City USA at The CabaEvening·of .Entertainment For Nashret.)
.
.
vill " at the Tennessee Performing
One of the happiest events dunng
Arts .Center downtown treated its
��LY 1983 was Th� Warehouse 28 's
audience to expert dancing by th.e
·
Silve� P�, featuring Megatone _re-.
Six-of-One Dancers, Tommy Newe
c:ording artist s�lves�r perfo:r:mm�
.
and Friends, and those remarkable
and premienng hiS new, sl!lgl�,
. hve
,
cloggers� The Buffalo Chips .. masterof Gold
but, as chromcled
ful female impersonation by Charlie !Jimd
m the September Gaze; the month
·.. Li .
to , ru+.:.
.
Br�l.VJ:l, Terry
- •was· m ai:red by two fires ·at Gay es;.
. vmgs �
Rhmestone, Danm R oss , nat1�nally- ta is m
bl h ents!
, ,. ' known Kenny Sacha, and MISS Gay
On Monday evenmg, JULY 4, a
America 1983 Francesca Wakeland
fi
broke . out at Arnie's Pub, a
re
...and zany cbmedy by The Crazy ·
sm
(strai�t) bar next door to
l
al
_ Cowboy 's Cowettes and The WareThe World s End �staurant on
house's Ware-Me-Outs.
Church Street. The fire spread and
Warehouse 28 celebrated its fifth
caused severe damage 1:0 �he res
anniversary with · a ''Miami Heat
t. O':'e of Nashville s mo �
tauran
rd
Wave " theme party on Satu ay
popular eatmg places, The World s
night, APRIL 16, i983_ Speeial
years of serv ice to
Prou_d · of its
�nd was fo�ced to close for ex ten
gtiest s.tar was Sun�rgy iMCA recordve remodeling for the rest of JULY
s1
.
' ·-� Jaco ·bs, who per' t. De bbIe
Nas h v i l l e,s · Gay Commu nity . . .
mg art1s
.. d for th e entrre month of August
an
. d.
. e· 1arge crow
formed 1.IVe for th
and S eptem b er as we11'
and now ce lebrating · J u anita's
APRIL -also saw the installation of
Then, on Thursday , JULY 28,
a new minister for Nashville's Metro75th B i rthday !
three-month-old
Mother's Construe
·
R
everpolitan Community Church.
end Paul Tucker was installed by tion Company suffered smoke da
Reverend John Hose of Atlanta and mage from a small fire and closed
Reverend Gilbert Lincoln, District for one week for repairs. The inde
Coordinator of the South Atlantic defatigable owners and staff of
District of the M .C.C. Later that Mother's managed to re-open the
For Nashville 's Gay community,
1983 was a year like no other. Dur
ing the past year, Music City has
seen at least two new Gay bars
come and· go and two others oJ)en;
the relocation of the town's oldest
Gay establishments; numerous cele
brations and -Gay talent-and-beauty
pageants; a lavish fund-raiser; the
continued growth of Nashville's Me
tropolitan -:Community Church ; a
nother Gay Pride Week; and three

·

·

·

·

juanita 's 224

·

224 Ca p i to l Bo u l e\iard
N. a s h v i l l e , Te n n essee - 372 1 9
. (6 1 5) 255-984 1
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place on Friday, AUGUST 5. They
had added some new features and a
large, well-lighted dance floor in a
bid for increased clientele. However,
despite their many creative efforts,
they ultimately were unable to save
Mother's from closing four months
later.
Nashville's 62-member Metropolltan Community Church and its new
pastor received more favorable exposure in mid-AUGUST. Reverend
Paul Tucker appeared on a talk
show on clear-channel radio station
WLAC-AM and on
WNGE-TV
Face to Face public affairs program.
As reported in the October Gaze,
late AUGUST"!was the time for two
important beauty pageants here in
Music City. Warehouse 28 held its
Miss Warehouse pageant on Tue&day, AUGUST 23, followed by the
thirteenth annual Miss .Gay Tennessee competition at The Cabaret on
AUGUST 24. The Miss Gay Tennessee _proceedings are an official preliminary to the Miss Gay America
competition. After an extremely
close contest, Memphis' own Sable
Star emerged as the new Miss Gay
Tennessee.
The October edition of Gaze also
carried the news of The Warehouse's .
AIDS Benefit, held on the first day
of SEPTEMBER' The benefit per1 formance featured Flawless, MUffin,
Patty Melt, and The Ware-Me-Outs,
and raised a handsome sum for the
Gay Men's Health Crisis. Also at the
Warehouse, SEPTEMBER was the

London, England! --found its way
to Warehouse 28 for a spectacular
fashion show. As described in the
December Gaze,
"International
Fashion With a Flair"presented exciting new fashions by L.L. Bean
(Freeport, Maine), Char Designs
(Santa Fe, New Mexico), Fashion
Forward (London, England), and
J 'G. White (New Y ork, New York). ·
The extremely significant year of
1983 was drawing to a close when
Reverend Paul Tucker spoke to a
class at Middle Tennessee State
University in Murfreesboro in early :
DECEMBER. The holiday season,
brpught with it an abundance of
parties around town, as well as the
Miss Gay Nashville pageant at The
Cabaret. The city 's own Tina Cantrell was awarded the 1984 title at
the conclusion of the dazzling evening.
The last month of the year saw
the final days of Mother's Construetion Company, the Franklin Road
nightspot which had opened in
April. Despite its endless potential
and progressive features, the club
was faced with a variety of insurmountable obstacles during its eight,.
month life. On Sunday night, DECEMBER 4, the most' promising Gay
bar which Nashville had seen in years
closed its doors for the last time.
However Mother's is about to be
reborn! Mother's has changed hands
and will re-open in mid-January,
1984 ! Nashvillians are.watching for
Meanwhile, stylish new clothing the debut of The Chute, Mother's
a
from three states---as well as from forthcoming reincarnation as

month which inaugurated the'cl'ub's
Alternative
series of occasional
Dance Nights: Finally, the Metro
politan Community Church per
formed an excellent service to Nash
ville during SEPTEMBER by hosting
a Substance Abuse Workshop for
persons dealing with or experiencing
alcoholism and drug addiction.
The long-awaited reopening of
The World's End occurred on the
first day of OCTOBER 1 983. The
beautifully-redecorated restaurant
welcomed back all of its regular pa
troll$, and attracted many new ones,
with its elegant decor, live music,
and superb cuisine . OCTOBER also
saw a host of imaginative Halloween
remarkable Buffalo
parties, the
Chips' performance at The Ware
house, and the Grand Empress of
Tennessee Pageant at The Cabaret.
Reverend Paul Tucker spoke at both
Tennessee State University and Van
derbilt -- and the fashionable new
restaurant, B. Palola's, opened at
1 812 Hayes Street (see page ) .
NOVEMBER began with the publication of Behind The Closet Doors,
by Debbie Runions
Nashville!
Magazine's four-page look at the
city's Gay community. At the same
time, Nashville's Metropolitan Com
munity Church hosted a gathering
of the South Atlantic District Con
ference of the M.C.C. More than one
hundred Church members from six
Southern states participated in �the
convention.
-

Country-and-Western bar!"
The
Chute will include a restaurant, a
cozy fireplace
area, occasional
screenings of films, pool tables and
games, and live entertainment on
selected nights!
Tuesday, DECEMBER 13, was one
of the most sensational nights of the
year, as The Warehouse 28, Incorpor
ated, hosted its annual Staff Christmas Party. The theme of this year's
by-invitation-only gala was "Christ
mas , Aroun� the Worl�"-ru:d the
club s dazzlmg decorations illustrated the c ?ncept. :r�e Warehouse was
adorned m magnificence as never be
fore. Partygoers. m�eled o�er the
ela?orate, t�oplCal-lsland d lSplay
_ n of the
whiCh occup1ed one port10
bar. An�ther area had bee':l tr�s
formed mto a nostalgi_ c V1etonan
hearth, complete with overstuffed
chairs. Still another spot exhibited a
s�nn� snow scene, dominated by
a J_O:Vlal, rotund �nowmml:. An �x
qmSlte, �etropo 1tan skylme ( Wlth
!ighted Windows . ) l?omed dramat
1cally over the sparklmg dance �oor.
Wh31t looked hlte a large, Onental
shr�ne framed the long �uffet table,
whlC� was . decorated gaily and over
flo'Yll. g. With_ Il!ea�, �he.eses, pasta,
deh�acles, �ad�, fru1t, �� candy.
Chmtmas �nmmmgs and h�g �ow
ers (lncl�dmg roses and exotic Brrdsof-Parad iSe) offered a sunburst of
color. The gues�l! in cost�me��
dance� to the �hr1llJ?� .mus1c m iXes
of Da�d Pelegrmo, VlSltmg from The
Loft m Boston. Due to _the Hercu
cont .. page 18
·
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SPECIALS
Monday _
$1 . 00 B�er Bust
Tuesday:
$2. 00 Beer Bust.
Wedn esday
95� Bottled Beer
· s - Midnight
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No Cover Ever !
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3 p.m.
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The Year in Review cont. from page 12

Watclt b01t
Tke Ckute

lean efforts of the gracious staff, the 224 celebrated the Yuletide and
then began preparing for the s�v.enty
1983 Warehouse Christmas Party
provided each and every guest with fifth birthday (on Sunday, January
one of the greatest Yuletide gifts of 1) of one of Nashville's grand ladies,
all--a joyous, unforgettable exper- Juanita Brazier.
For Nashville's Gay community,
ience.
.
The
members of Nashville's 1983 was a year like no other. It
Metropolitan Community Church was characterized by change, good
honored the Supreme Gift to the times, hard times, preseverance, ad
world-the Christ Child--with spec- vancement, camaraderie, and pride.
. ial worship services on both Christ- Now poised on the threshold of a
mas-Eve and Christmas; The Church New Year, the city's community is
hosted a Sunday afternoon dinner certain that it will soar to heights of .
on DECEMBER 25, as did The Jungle growth and fulfillment /ike never be- ..._
Lounge and Restaurant. Juani�'s fore in Eigh ty-Four!

.
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B. P alo Ia's

cont. from page 12
Commenting on her . establish . ner party" at B. Palola's:....and
ment's friendly ambience and cul Music City's Gay, community h�
inary excellence, Barbara Palola re not. It has patronized the cafe
marks, "The whole idea of the res steadily and manifold:
B. Palola:'s at 1812 Hayes Street,
taurant is a dinner party in my
home" for her many
Nashville is open Monday through Friday from
friends. One of the joys is that one 4!00 PM to 3:0 0 AM---and on Sat
does not have to "wait for an in urdays from 4 : 00 PM to 6 : 00 AM.
vitation" to the never-ending "Din-

Wors h i p Servi ces

Metropo l itan
Co m m u nity
C h u rc h

S u n day at 1 :00 p . m .
Wed n esday a t 7 : 30 p . rri .

Rev. Steve Quesnel wi l l be con d u cting
wo rs h i p servi ces and provi d i ng cou nsel i ng
beg i n n ing Decem ber 30.
1 0% OFF ON ALL FABRIC S
901-458-91 41

2224 Central
P. O. Box 41 1 32,
Memphis, TN 38 1 74- 1 1 32

Free Estimates
Free Pick-up and Delivery
in Mid- Town

This Ad donated by the Memphis Gay Coal ition.
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· tnfotlnatlon ·and Services
MEMPHIS
Organizations

Civil Liberties Union(ACLU) : general movement; 81
Madison Bldg., Suite 1501, Mem-

American

phis, 38103, 521-9875

Black and Whi� Men Together:
support/movement; 276-4160 or
274-0532.

Gay Advocacy Project: movement,
ACLU

&

726-4299.

MGC;

521-9875

or

.
Gay Catholics: Call 725-1698 for
recommended Sunday Mass.
M�mphis Center for Reproductive
Health: non-sexist, non-heterosexist; 1462 Poplar Ave. Memphis 38104, 274-3550.

Memphis Gay Coalition: movement,
public, Meets 1st and 3rd Mondays of month in Meeting Room

,
Rape

Crisis:

Enc re Cards and Gifts: Cards Slippo's: 2106-A Eighth Ave. S.,
�
gifts� posters, ceramics, etc. 1266
Nashville (615) 269-9150
MadiSon Ave. (901) 722-8963 Warehouse 28 : bar, disco, shows and
Georgetown Inn: hotel; daily, weekspecial events· 2529 Franklin Rd
·
ly �d monthly rates. 628-630
(61 5) 385-96 9.

528-2161

Suicide and Crisis Intervention: 2747477.

S

Media

MadiSon Ave. Reservations ( 901) World's End: restaurant, live music,
525-0725.
(jazz); 1713 Church St. 329-3480
Men of eath er : Clothing, accoutremen . 14 74 Madison (in the
LITTLE ROCK
rear o.f Jackie 's). (9
.. 01) 458-8342.
0rganizations
. NASHV ILLE
American
Civil . Liberties Union
Organizations
(ACLU): general movemen
· t,· Box

"Gay Alternative": radio, weekly,
Sundays 3 p.m. WEVL-FM 90.3,

;

Box 41773, Memphis 38104.

GAZE : newspaper, monthly; Box
303 8, Memphis 38173- 0038.
(90 1 ) 4 54-1411·
Lambda Televideo :

television

,

monthly program · Views from
l O%, cable channel 7; Box 3038
•

Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

DR's: restaurant/bar, late h ours;
12 N. Cleveland (upstairs)
The Eighth Day: bar, pizza/beer,
1 382 Poplar, 725-9877

late hours, 1268 Madison, 726Metropolitan Community Church:
9011
2224
Christian;
religious, general
. Jackie 's: bar, 1474 Madison Ave.
Central Ave., 274-8355.

278-9021
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite : social/
_The Other Side : bar, disco, 12 N.
Box
P.O;
women;
t;
- movemen
Clevelan�, late hours, 726-9245.
4�822, Memphis, 8104.
The Pendulum : b , large disco,
. �
Mystic Krewe of Apollo : social, priserves food, limited menu; 92
vat.e membership, men only ; no
N. Avalon, 725-1530.
.
address listing.
P.W. Bumps: bar, - serves food, limiNational Organization for Women
ted menu; 238 N. Cleveland St.,
(NOW) : movement, feminists ;
726-9953 ·
Box 40982, Memphis, 38104
Psych-Out II : bar; 571 Marshall
.
452-6983.
ave., 52 -19 0
.
Phoenix : Gay Alcoholics Anony�
4 .
.
late hours;
Rumors. disco/bar,
mou s·, meets Wednesdays 8 p m
616 Marshall
527-6348
Clark Tower, 5050 Popl , Ro
Miscellaneous
3 102; 365-71 53 .
South: baths, TV room, sauna
lub
Tsarus: social, levi-leather/motorcy- . C
lockers, rooms. 628 Madison. .
spa
cle, private membership, Box 41

��

(901) 525-2852. CBC affiliated.

082, Memphis, 38 1 1 1

Gay

Switchboard

crisis,

referrals,

Cl.AYY.

:

information,

counseling

7 26-

Conductors: Levi-leather Club; Box
40261 , Nashville 37204 .
Justice for Parents Defense Fund:
legal child custOdy ; 43 Music
Square West, Nashville 37203.

·

8 p.m., 7509 Cantrel, Suite 102,

Tanglewood Shopping Center
Gay Counseling SerVice : 409 Walnut
Little Roc k, AR 72205, ( 501)

religious, general Christian; 131
1 5th Ave . , N., Nashville, (61 5)

37202

Coalition for Human
Tennessee
Rights(TGCHR) : movement, Box
24181, N ashville, TN 37202.
Womankind Books : 2 006 20th Ave.
S., Nash\ille 3 7212. Open Sat.
Noon-G p.m. (SlS) 297_3450.
·
c
Womankind Health Service: onfi
dential clinic, feminist. 1727
Church Street, Nashville 37203

(615) 329-1478.
Women's Resource Center: general
services for women; 1608 Woodmont YWCA, Nashville, (615)
385-395 2.

Restaurants & Bars
.
Aaron's: quiet bar, 1 54 6th Ave., N

Nashville ( 6 1 5 ) 254-991 1

·

Madison Ave. 726-5857.

1 7 1 1 Hayes St. (61 5) 320-7082.

The Chute: Restaurant, bar, 2535
Franklin Rd., (615) 297-795 3.
Crazy. Cowboy: bar; 23 11 Franklin

Classlfleds
RATES FOR,CLASSIFIED : 20¢ per BAR AND RESTAURANT HELP·.
word. $ 3 minimum. Phone numbers Hot men needed for hot new bar in
and �ip codes are free.. Deadline for
Nashville ; full or part-time. Call
ads IS 5 days prior to publication
Gary (615) 297-45 71, (615) 297d.ate last Friday monthly . $ 2 addi- ·
tional charge for the use of our PO 7953.
Box. Send to GAZE Box 3038
' 33 YEAR OLD LESBIAN desires
Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
other women to · disco with. My
partner/friends don't dance-so I'm
NATIONAL
GAY ·
CONTACT
stuck. Please write Ad D, Box 3038,
: CLUB- Men/Women. LOW RATES
Mphs, TN 38173-0038.
SEND SASE TO: NGCC, PO Bo
28781, San Jose, CA 95159.
. . .
WF, 34, PROFESSIONAL seeking
.
.
.
ATCH . VIews f!om· lO% on cable-�.Aemale(s}. for friendship & explora
diSplay ad for days, tion into Gay life. Serious inquiries
pies.
.
only. Reply to P .O . Box 41154'
Mphs, TN, 38174-1154.

Road (615) 383-9493
Mother's Construction Co. : 2535
Franklin Rd. (615) 297-4571.

·

663-645 5
Grassroots Women's Hous e: 1524 S.
AR(501)
· Summit, Little Rock,
.

378-7 851
GREAT Men of Little Rock, an
affiliate of BWMT; social, support
_ movement. (510) 374-3217.

Metropolitan Community Chu�ch:
religious, general Christian; Box
1964, Little Rock 72203. ( 50l)
664-3749.

National Organization for Women
(NOW): movement, feminist; Box
662, Little Rock 72203

Parents & Friends of Gays: movement/support; Box 1839, Bates-

ville, AR 72501
Crisis Center: 664-8834 (toll-free,
1-S00-482-8886
Media

Arkansas Gay Writes: AGR, Inc.,
newsletter ; Box 3115, Little Rock

72203
Ours: newspaper, 5 times/yr., feminist; Box 2352, Little
AR

Rock

72203

Restaurants & Bars

Chaps: 1701 S. University, 663-8862:

Silver Dollar: 2710 Asher Ave., 6639886

.

Discovery II: 1021 Jessie Rd., 664'
4784
Variations:
9919 .

't_
���J·�
�

l
):

.

113lh

E.

Main,

24 hours.

371-

·

�

·::

Rock, 722 03
Gay Alcoholics Anonymous: (Gay ·
AA ): meets . �very Tues. & Sun.,

17 27 Church St., Nashville 37203
(615) 329-1478.
Metropolitan Community Church:

·

"

Arkansas Women's Network : movement, feminist; Box 1787 , Little

Lifestyle Health Services: confide1;1-

Cottage (Overton S quare)- . B. Palola's: Restaurant, bar, 18 1 2
large selection of Gay/Lesbian
Hayes St., (615) 320_ 0713.
novels
and non-fiction ; . 2113 . Cabaret: bar, disco, drag shows;

Book

Helplines

movement, P.O. Box 3115, Little
.
Rock, AR 72203

120160, Nashville 37212.

320-0288.
Nashville Committee : social/movement, Box 23321, Nashville, TN

;:

t

Arkansas Gay Rights, Inc. (AGR):

·

Memphis Gay Speakers Bureau : George's: bar large disco, dragshows; 600 Marshall, 526-1038 . .
Movement, general education
Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38103 - J-Wag's: bar, serves food, moderate
menu, small disco, games, patio
0038.

�

·

tial clinic soecializine- in STDs:

B of Library at Peabody & Me- The French Connection: restaurant,
bar, dining menu; 598 Marshall
Lean; Box 3038, Memphis, TN
'
526�1038.
38173-0038.

!

2832, Little Rock, AR 72203 .

Civil Liberties Union
Amen�
.
(ACLU) : general movement: Box

Restaurants & Bars

i
i

FEBRUARY GAZE
Advertising Deadline
January l8, 1984
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For more information
0 and
to charge tickets
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.. by phone, call:

o 525-3000

Tickets on sale at all Ticket Ma·ster locations
and thts Orpheum Theatre Box Olflce.

